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Upcoming Dates to Remember

Fun Fact
June 14th - Flag Day

Halsey Taylor invented
the drinking fountain as a
tribute to his father, who
succumbed to typhoid
fever after drinking from
a contaminated public
water supply in 1896.

June 19th- Father's Day
June 20th - Summer Begins

Trivia Question

Show some love to your father
this father's day, he deserves it!

What sizes are currently
being released for the new
Fulton Endura + boiler?

More information
Visit our website for more
information on any of our
products. Ryan Company

First 5 correct answers will
receive a prize? Please
include address with your
emailed answered.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com

Reminder our Parts
Department is now
open from 7:00am
to 4:00pm, you
can now get your
parts orders in
earlier.

Contact Matt to set-up your
lunch and learns now.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com

website

Located in Wyoming, Minnesota
Mechanical Contractor: Horwitz NSI Mechanical
Equipment:
-(1) Lochinvar Crest FBN5000
-(3) Lochinvar Crest FBN1500
-(4) Security Chimney Secure Seal Stack SSD
Lochinvar Crest (FBN) is a perfect boiler for the Polaris job in
Wyoming, Minnesota. Minnesota is a state where the temperature
fluctuates often. In the summer the heat can climb up to 114
Degrees F and drop down to frigid air at the coldest temperatures
around -60 Degrees F. During the coldest temperatures Polaris
needs a boiler that can handle the temperature drop. Polaris picked
the Lochinvar Crest, because it is the boiler that does the job. The
Crest has combustion rates as low as 5% of the maximum firing rate
up to 100% as the heating load increases. When the temperature
drops into the negatives the Crest boiler is the boiler of choice.

The Lochinvar Crest is an extremely efficient with average efficiency
levels around 96.2%. Polaris will be saving more money with since
the efficiency reduces energy usage. Along with high efficiency the
boiler has smart technology to control the boiler so that operates at
the most economic and fuel efficient way.

Fulton Vantage Input Sizes:
Vantage available in input sizes of:
2 Million BTU/HR
3 Million BTU/HR
4 Million BTU/HR
5 Million BTU/HR
6 Million BTU/HR
The Fulton Vantage Hydronic Condensing Boiler has
many options for fuel and low emissions. The 3 million
and 4 million boilers both have the options of being low
emissions < 9 ppm NOx, VTG-3000 LE and VTG-4000
LE. The fuel options include Natural Gas, Propane, #2
Oil, Bio-Diesel and Digester Gas. To choose single fuel,
dual fuel, and tri-fuel.
Along with many fuel options the boiler runs at high
efficiency levels around 96.9%. The boiler features high
product mass and high pressure vessel water volume,
making it exceptional with unpredictable conditions.
With a duplex alloy stainless steel condensing heat
exchanger the boiler's heat exchanger will last
extraordinarily longer.

Coming Next Month
A new job of the month
A new trivia question to win a prize

Contact Matthew Kiemen with questions or to sign up for anything Ryan related.
matt@ryancompanyinc.com
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